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learning outcomes has increased noticeably
,

'in the lastvdecade., tudies

. .r,

of schooling as,it actually occurs in classrooms'are being cp ucted do

. .

fill our need for *dme1y descriptive information and-'6y,h 1 operationally
. ..., . r

..; -

.A, . .

deiini actual educational treatments: However, observat nal studies of
. ,

classroom processes require new methodological skills strategieS.

,

One particular aspect of observational.nlethodogy Will be lny focus
.

. : , 4 .
. , ,.

i
in this paper. I will address problems agsoctecrwith,Combinino4 obServa,-

1 . 4
0 .. . 1 ..

04 4

tions taken from intact classrooms. In'conside'ring this topiC .1 will'draw
.

,

parallels between combining data within givdrs bservaional study and
. yyy

, .

that of combiningdaita from a number of differnt studies as is done in

1 04

quantitative research. synthesis.
4

,.

.Direct observation \f classiodm executedxecuted with a wide variety of
. ;

specific observational methods. Apr ple, teacher-student interactions

have often been observed using suc

Analysis Category system (Flanders, 1960) ,Orskthe Brophy and good

e'
Another approach isjthe use of na rative recordingOr specimen records as in

studies of third-grade classroo Gump (1967), videbtaping of whole

lessons analyzed-fOr critical

struments as the Flanders Interaction .

system (1970)..

istics (Kounin, 19/0), and o

idents aria judgements of teacher

As,

racter-

daptations of open recording ethods
*

such as I have used in reses *on'fifth-grade math and social studies
t

classes.(Stodolsky
.
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A variety of-decisions must be made when conducting non-experimental

, ,

field studies of classrkom processes. Obviously, the study must be framed

...,

and operationalized with clear questions and hypotheses inind and an

".
. \

understanding of.the kinds of generalizations whichare desired. A critical
1

,

.

'

V '''
-r,i

"
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...

°
f.

.

.

-
.

1

step in the research panning process is clarification of the nature of the
.g.'

. -
. .

.

phenomena to be studied. iAsDuiTkin* and- Biddle (1974) ,have pointed out,"!,
. , .

4 ... 1
even. the most obvidus sounding terms'can be extremely ambiguous when opera-

, .. .5) , . . .

G9 .
. .. , a-. -.: \ , ,

1- "taVelalizaliris 5iquired' ToOl'exatplv, ehe-terms'ulesson," "interaction"
.. v

.

.

. _;),
.:

1. 1 'A' AO' .

'.a.ACI even "studerie:may,provelgifficult.-to define in certain contekts.
:

r . ' . * D , .. ' I 0.°' '
. ' . o .)'' '

..,

144*
.., K e

^, 'Curricular labels such as optn edu ation
.,

or individualized instruction often*.
. 1. , .

.

--.-.'
-.'

.
.

' . 'Tor:note various and sometimes Conflicting menIngs. Clarification of thei
- ..

, ,.
.

.

basic entitiss'to be studied deServes careful:attention because finditSgs are

. :
),t, . .

r :
.:

. . , .

'

.,..

..-

.%
.

more easily interpreted if'the pkiengena being'studied are clearly deined.
...-, ,

.
1

. On? such ciarificatiOn of questions and ,phenomena is achieVed,-
. ., .

. -

,

ot3grvatiorial reearchLs must decide on,some sampling plan. Decisions are

made` about whatto observe,. how to observe, when to observe, and how long

to-observe. These decisions are made with an eye toward the desired generali-

zations but also withikpractical constraints such as'availabie'eresources

and eeachers' willingness to admit outsiders to their classrooms.

2, .ite'The clarificaton process involved in planning observational researc h
.

."i's somewhat parallel todnitial work which must 6e done'in effectively

plarihing a quantitativi research synthesis. Thepara1141 is strongest in

connecti&n with the process of deCiding what studieS to include in a'sytthesis.
..

. .. , . . 1

This deoision must be made by considering the construct equivalence of bosh '

..,

trea anfl measures in diverse studies. I will return to these parallels

later in, this paper.

0
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in a year'-s time art cooperative grpupork:,' In my
/

eresarch (tpdelski,
, ,

. .
. .1 ,

. r ,-- .
.

, ,
.

.19811 in
.

fifth-grade Math ancrsb,cial'studie classes we found that group
,,

. .

wox4Man social studies 'occupied 10.7 per cent of'student time across 19

different classes dloserved'for two weeks'each. We also found that individ-
. I . \

.Once conducted, what kinds of results do observational studies produce?"'

Typidal are findings,which describe therlfrequencies and/or rates of occurence

of certain behaviors and other learning conditions. Flander's "law of

. two-thirds" which asserts that 2/3 of the-time in dlassrdoms is spent'in
: -,_

.

,

tal.k and 2/3 of the talk is done 4y the teacher is an example. Another

r
- ,f-,-

eXaMple*, from a recent Biitish study of junior schools- (Galton, Simon, ana
.v

-Croll, 1981) is that 10 percentof ail'activities observed across classgs
- -4, .

- .- - .

ualized seat work in mathematics occupies 13.7 per cent of student time

across 20 different math classes we observed for -two weeks each. *1

These statements about classroom Phenomena and their occurence are'

.meant to inform us in some way about the tYpical,experiences of teachers-

and students as well as the conditions for. teaching and lea'rning which are

present in our schools. Often an additional step.is :taken in which such

variablesare correlated with learning outcomes iri order toconstruct a

dhain of connections between educational processes and .educational effects.

The issue to be raised is the appOpriateness of aggregating'data

taken from a variety of intact classes, lessons, ok educational environments.
v

What substantive and quantitative assumptions skould be met in order to
- ,

. .
.

summarize data
' across classes rising standard descriptive statistics such.,

. .

i .. .

as means and standard deviations? How do we decide if the interpretati9n
. , 11

of ,such data ;will be valid? For exaMple,'shall we assume that children in
. .

..

British junior-schools do group work activities°10% of the time?

/ . .
,

.

j

. e;
, e.

*/
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I address this query first from 'a theoretical and conceptual ,

- ,

perspective about the nature of instruction. The variables usually
%

studied by observers are aspebts of instructional arrangements and other
I 4 1 .

.

classroom, phenomena. Instriictional arrangements are significantly and

4

fundamentally constrained by educational purpose and organization and are

hic/hlysinterdependent phenomena. In my own work I view educational set-
' . .

. .

tings through the use of an ecological perspective, using the activity
.

strActux_e-and its compcnent.activity segments as the focus for study.
...

The concept of an actiqty segment is from the idea of a behavior

. . -

setting, a fundamental concept in ecological psychology Markdr, 1968).

L.
An activity segment is part of a classroom activity structure which has

a particular instructional format, paticipants, materials, behavioral

.expec tations anegoafs, and space-time boundaries. A segment is defined

as a unique time block in a lesson and occurs in. a fixed physical setting.

Segments can occur singly as when the whole class is involved in the same-

activity such.as a teacher-led recitation or simultanebusly as when four

groups of children are working on tasks.

Knowing a particular activity segment exists does not permit one
a'

to predict all the molecular behavioral transactions in the class /oom,

-I(
but it does significantly limit the likelihood of seeing certain behaviors

. . %
as opposed to others. segments have instructional forms which are suited

. ,

- to the 'a complishment of certain tasks. While the detailed connectionS
,.

.. ./ .
.

. /

. .
betwde formand tasks must be investigated in more depth, it is clear .

---
. that series of contextual-and pedagogical factors affect the configure- ,

tion of behaviors and activities which ccur ih a claosroom'at any given

ti . For example, knowing that children are Participating iri -a whole-
. -

c ss recitation will suggest a context in which teacher talk is likelY
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ys."4

to predominate and child-Child inteeaciion'is likely to be very infrequent.

04 the other, hand ,knowing:tha/'t children aA. doing seatwork in a math class
.

will mean-that teacher-child,interactions are,likelyto be private and that

children will be writing as a primary activity. In suCh cases the cognitive-.

level of the activity is not fixed,' although prior experience and research °

. would indicate that certain levels of question-asking'are more likely to

,

-occur in recitations and certain types'of.problems are likely to be solved
0'

ina seatwork setting.
I

)

s,

Bey9nd knowing the properties of a particular setting and the con-
.

stralnts that'it impose the fact that settings and segments are designed;,

to accomplish certain'curricularpurpotes must alSo,be considered. The

daily activities classroom are ordered and cohere at many levels,

.4',
4

One important one is 'in conformity with the general type of curricular

approach and goals. Activity structures are produced to accomplish certain

' goals. For example, a teacher, attempting to' implement an open education

program is likelx!to structure the day to enable children to make a variety

o.choices about the activities they will pursued An individualized math

program will probably consist of seatwork sessions in which child2en work

'at their own pace, possibly interspersed/with/tests and teacher conferences.

2n social studies, Certain curricula are predicated on the use of peer work

grbups. For example4tire MACOS curricaum contains many 'activities wh'oh

are to be carried out by a group. of children working cooperatively.
r.

With,programatic constraints operating, it is clear that classrooms 4

'must look gate diffeent from one another. In fact this'is the essence
. -

of
-

educational diversity. ,Therefore it is insufficient to think of ttle
..M4 o.

variability as connected to Or associated with some typical average. In
.4

fact it may of.ten be necessary to recognize interrelated patterns which must

be distinguished dne froM the other.
. .

0
4
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' :Our owildata provide some convenient illustrations of-this pant,

I indicated earlier that we observed, twenty fifth-grade math classes from.
ti

.

. diverse school districts for two consecutive weeks. -We'found that individ-

.ualized seatwork in which children work at their own pdbe and use testing

,o
and diagnostic devices accounted Dor 13.7 perdent of student occupancy

time across,all,clastes.andoccasions. Thus one might expect that walking

into a math class at the fifth grade, the observer would seechildren

occupied'with individualized seatwork on one of every eight occasions.

However, an inspection of th e°data,would show that this summary statistic

is. a very poor summary indeed. Actually 137 of lb classes never used the

.

individualized seatwork approach. Four classes had this arrangement less
-. 4110k

.,
.

.

.

than five percent o f the opime (basically on one occasion) while in the

other five classes it occUpieti 71%, 70%, 55%,32% and 19% of student time.

Essentially we have a three-wayclustering on this variable: 1) The pro-

gram .(individualized seatwork) is not .used at all. 2) The prograeis used

infr equently for a special purpose. 3) The program is the major curricular

. . ,

approach utilized. To adopt another type of language, these clusters would

'teem to reflect at least thrje di:fferent,curricuiar treatments. To the

extent that these classes are implementing, different curricular approaches

and treatments, it would seem essential to both substantively and sta tistic-
,

ally seperate them for/purposes lof analysis. It does not seem appropriate,

at this level of analysis, to think of,them as forming, some sort of continuum

to be used fordescriptive or predictive purposes. They are coherent

educational entities which are operating with different assumptions, pracf-

tices, and possibly different goals; 0

A similar configuration can be, found with regard to the occurence

of peer instructional work groups in aocial. studies. While we have an

a



001

,average occupancy time,of 10.7 percent in group work settings across 39-
0 w

classes, 9 classes are never observe0 using groupwork settings, 3'classes

use them occasionally, and seven use them a/substantial amount suggesting

that they are a dominant instructional form in regard'to the curri *ulum

being utilized. Similarly Galton, Simon and Croll (1981) recently found

that groupwork in British juio schools did not-occur at all for approxi-

mately 90 percent of the children, even though groupwork accounted for

10 percent of all activities observed across classes.

Observational data is pften characterized by distributions which

are either bimodal-or which have many zeros or non-occurences. To sum-

Marize such (140 with means and standard deviations dr to use such vari-

ables as predictors is perhaps to assume too much (or the wrong things)

about our knowledge of the phenomena. In particular, when variables are

distributed in ways we have just described for groupwork or individualized

seatwork, displaying average occurences or correlating their occurence

With outcome variables suggest that we have a ariable whose sheer frequency

will show an orderly relation to other variables. But in these cases and

many other observational data contexts low or no frequency Of dccurence

on a given variable means that an entirely different educational program

is in operition which must be evaluated as such.

It seems much more important and appropriate to attempt to identify

treatments which are in fact similar on substantive grounds in order to

bett2r combine data. Thus it would seem more appropriate to talk about

our mathematics data by first indicating that there are two major method

we have observed in mathematics instruction. Programs which are highly

individualized and operate on a self*pacedplan with uniform goals for

all children, and programs which are enacted fir the whole class assuming
o

tt

A
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that children will keep pace. In some of.the 'latter clasSes a small

number of advanced or delayed students may be seperated in order to go
.

.

-beyond the wholeclass goals or for remediation,and this Is often done

with -individualized approaches .

. ,

Combining data within 'these two clusters of classrooms would seemf
both more meaningful. and interpretable in terms of either description or

prediction, Variations withip these clustets would allow one to investigate
3. 3

the relativ* efficacy of certain transactions or arrangements, but within

the framework of, a pedagogical context that was really operating in class-

rooms. While curricular contrasts may be helpful and appropriate on

occasion, studies often fail because so many treatment configurations are.

combined that patterns of relations cannot emerge.

It is in this respect that the problems faceg'by perso s conducting

C

quantitative research sypthesei are very similar to those of the observa-

tional researchers. HOld does one decide when it is appropriate to combine

data from a variety of studies? What does it mean to be measuring the same

effect across studies? Light` and Pillemer (1982) have sdggested the

9 .
necessity for including both narrative and statistical indicators of

treatment similarities in order to interpret quantitative research syntheses.

Giaconia andHedges (1981) have illustrated analyses which consider cur- 4

ricular factors in combining studies of open e ducation. They identified

seven features identified with the practice of open education, four of

whicHkwere deemed essential for a well-implemented open education program.

In conducting a quantitative research synthesis every study was coded fore

the seven- features they identified. In doing this they operationally

.
%.

defined th treatments that Were represented in the studies they were
0

reviewing.- By examining featurespolof open education, they discovered that
z -
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,certain effects were strongly associated with the occprence of the program

. i .
. .

,
. features: In particular, all studies which showed large effect i.zes,for

. .

self's-concept as an educationel, outcome were found tothave the four eisen-
-va .

.
,

.
iial featuresthey identified. The Greco/lie and Hedges .(1981).ex4mple

.. , .
.

illustrates the actual steps one might take to assure treatment similarity

\.
. ,

c in studied before looking for ,consistent.affects across,the studies.

e

This

ptep seems as necssary within observational research' studies as it does .

in7combining studies.
iI, .-

,,: In both obserliatiohal studies,and quaptitative research synthesis,
, .

moreAdetective work mustbe done about the nature of the educational
. 7 . * .

. .

phenomenabein5 stu4ied. Reserachers and 'writers would advance the

..,

state of the art by inoluding more in the Way of background descriptive
1

-information about the Prolramsiend contexts which they have studied to

,

facilitate sorting and resorting.'of data. recognition that educational
'

..

.
. \

settings 'eally are multivariate in,the m st fundamental sense seems

essential to advance both descriptive work in education and subsequent

analyses and reanalyses of existing data.

4

.

4.
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